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Teaching can be a frustrating task. Whether you teach with a lecture or teach by means of living 
example, there is no guarantee that learners will actually get the message and begin to engage. Jesus 
might well understand. In Mark 10 he tries valiantly to continue teaching his seemingly obdurate 
disciples. Whether Jesus teaches his disciples by asking them to follow on the way or by speaking with 
them directly about marriage, children, and wealth, the Twelve consistently struggle to understand. 
With Jerusalem looming in the distance in chapter 11, will the Markan disciples “get it” in time? 
By chapter 10, of course, we have to admit that the twelve disciples do not exactly inspire hope, 
pedagogically. If you’ve been a faithful reader of Mark’s narrative thus far, you have to admit these 
disciples don’t really seem like the stained-glass perfection types, let alone model students. Often the 
Twelve struggle to understand Jesus at points: whether it is failing to grasp the significance in the 
repeated feeding of thousands in Mark 6 and 8 or even in requiring a kind of teaching in private to 
complement Jesus’ public teaching in Mark 4’s parable discourse. Even worse, they sometimes put 
themselves at cross purposes with Jesus by trying to educate their teacher about proper messianic 
behavior, as Peter did at Caesarea Philippi in Mark 8. All this misunderstanding and mis-learning is 
played out here before our eyes in chapter 10. The disciples have to seek further clarification of his 
teaching about divorce in private, they misunderstand the role of children in the kingdom despite Jesus’ 
earlier words in Mark 9, they are perplexed about Jesus’ tough words to the rich man despite Jesus’ 
teaching about the weeds of wealth in the Parable of the Sower, and worst of all, the Zebedee boys, 
James and John, try to jockey for position in Jesus’ kingdom---even while his passion prediction from the 
prior verses is still ringing in their ears. When will they ever learn, these disciples! 
Of course, here in the long journey “on the way” from Caesarea Philippi in Mark 8 to his arrival 
in Jerusalem in Mark 11, Jesus is somewhat repetitious as a teacher. I once saw a professor’s bumper 
sticker plastered to an AV cart: if you can’t understand me, I’ll say it more loudly. Fortunately, Jesus has 
chosen a less cynical way. In fact, at no point does he stop responding to his disciples’ request for 
further information. In this chapter he even repeats his passion prediction for the third time, on this 
occasion including a graphic depiction of his coming humiliation at the hands of the religious leaders. 
Jesus does seem committed to the teaching task even as he enters Judea with his slow-witted disciples. 
If only they would learn, these disciples! 
Perhaps it is because Jesus has an uncommon concern about the texture of his followers’ 
common life, a way of life that grows in this community which he is carefully cultivating as a teacher.  
Children and families are not to be forgotten, whether on the heels of his teaching about divorce, later 
as models for receiving the kingdom, or as realities celebrated anew even in the midst of gospel 
persecution.  Jesus is thus especially careful to teach these disciples since they are not to “lord” it over 
each other.  Maybe Jesus teaches so tenaciously even to the point of painful repetition, because the 
disciple community’s cruciform quality of life is at stake, rather than some plum appointments in a 
glorious, triumphal kingdom. 
To get a picture of the whole, however, we may want to focus on the two examples in the latter 
half of the chapter.  The rich man is unable to follow Jesus since following entails losing so much wealth.  
The disciples are amazed that kingdom entrance would be impossible for the wealthy man since wealth 
itself was seen as a blessing from God, not a hindrance to eternal life.  The rich man, however, learns a 
hard lesson and walks away “grieving.”  How different the response, not of Jesus’ disciples but of 
Bartimaeus, a beggar who was blind, who is able to receive Jesus’ healing as a gift.  We notice, of course, 
that Bartimaeus  tellingly addresses Jesus as “my teacher” just before his healing!  And afterward, the 
text says, he immediately “followed him on the way.”  That language, of course, is disciple talk and 
reminiscent of the abrupt calling of some of the Twelve themselves in Mark 1 and 2! 
 These are revealing moments, of course, but what they reveal is an apocalyptic mystery. Mark’s 
gospel is throughout shaped by an apocalyptic worldview. Were we to measure Jesus’ pedagogical 
success by contemporary metrics of learning mastery we would fail to see the truth it aims to reveal.  In 
Mark 4 Jesus’ parable of the sower shows that the seed of the Word is sown and meets mostly with 
failure whether in rocky soil, choking weeds, or burning sun. And yet where the seed does find fertile 
ground, it thrives, yielding in a kind of eschatological abundance. By apocalyptic metrics of promise and 
failure, Jesus story moves ahead commensurate with the gospel and the very turning of the ages that it 
heralds.  And mysteries are not impossible dillemas, but something being revealed in the midst of 
blindness, wealth, and struggle. 
 
